The following course and program proposals have been approved by Brad Tucker, Analysis, Planning, and Budget, on behalf of SCTP. **Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.**

**SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS**

**Minor and Moderate Revisions**

School of Continuing Studies

**Professional Development Certificate in Front End Web Development** (28 CEUs) – program title, description. **Certificate in Proficiency in English for Professional Communication** (30 cr.) – description, program prerequisite courses revised: number and credit weight [from CEUs], program notes revised. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Temporary approval granted; due to the increasing number of 0-credit course proposals submitted, this issue will be discussed at the SCTP meeting of September 5, 2019. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate existing program description; correct existing information for prerequisite courses.

Faculty of Engineering

**B.S.E.** (136-144 cr.) – program credit weight corrected, program notes revised, required courses deleted, a required course added, a complementary course deleted, complementary courses added.

Faculty of Science

**B.Sc.; Major in Physics** (60-63 cr.) – program credit weight revised, required courses deleted, program notes added, a program note revised, complementary-course section added, complementary courses added, complementary credits increased. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Awaiting resubmission of course revision proposal for PHYS 446; clarity in the last program note whether C or better passing grade is needed for all 200-level courses in the program. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Use strikethrough in existing program column on all required courses being deleted and text being removed/revised; use underlining in proposed column for changes/additions; indicate required credits as “48-51 credits.”

**Retirements**

School of Continuing Studies

**Professional Development Certificate in Front End Web Design and Development** (28 CEUs).

**SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES**

**New**

School of Continuing Studies

**YCNG 299 Project Management Capstone** (5 CEUs). **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** If no program change form submitted, how will this course be added to the program – indicate in rationale in which group of courses this course will be added to; if required, a program revision form is needed.

**YCBS 259 Systems Thinking & Modelling** (6 CEUs). **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise “&” in eCanedar title to read “and”.

Faculty of Dentistry

**DENT 610 Intro to Craniofacial Research** (3 cr.) [PRN 13365]. Affected programs indicated; **DENT 679 Epid&Data Analy in Prim Care** 3 (3 cr.) [PN 15598]. Affected program indicated. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Remove course title from prerequisite; indicate FMED version of the course in restriction; awaiting submission of the FMED version of this double-prefix course.

Faculty of Science

**MATH 308 Fundls of Statistical Learning** (3 cr.) [PRN 15406]. Affected programs indicated. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviation revised.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES [continued]

Revisions
School of Continuing Studies
YCBS 243 Intro Bus Analyt & Data Model. (4 CEUs) – prerequisite;
YCNG 223 Strategic Project Leadership (4 CEUs) – prerequisites. APB Comments/Corrections: Correct revised prerequisite to include subject code for second course added;
YCNG 224 Agile Project Management (4 CEUs) – prerequisite;
YCNG 226 Comp Proj Mgmt:Plan&Initiation (8 CEUs) – split of YCNG 221, 221D1/D2 [16 CEUs], number, title, description, supplementary info, hrs/wk & number of wks, restriction. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Awaiting program revision proposal;
YCNG 227 Comp Proj Mgmt: Exec & Del (8 CEUs) – second half of split of YCNG 221, 221D1/D2 [16 CEUs]. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Awaiting program revision proposal; title punctuation revised;
CEEN 102 Basic English (0 cr.) – number, credit weight [from CEUs], hrs/wk, restriction. APB Comments/Corrections: Temporary approval granted; due to the increasing number of 0-credit course proposals submitted, this issue will be discussed at the SCTP meeting of September 5, 2019. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Provide rationale for all changes; indicate existing prerequisite in box 20;
CEEN 104 Elementary English 1 (0 cr.) – number, credit weight [from CEUs], supplementary info, hrs/wk, restriction. APB Comments/Corrections: Temporary approval granted; due to the increasing number of 0-credit course proposals submitted, this issue will be discussed at the SCTP meeting of September 5, 2019. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Provide rationale for all changes; indicate existing supplementary info in box 17; confirmation needed whether: the hrs/week have changed and whether the Test level is new information – prerequisite is not changing;
CEEN 106 Elementary English 2 (0 cr.) – number, credit weight [from CEUs], supplementary info, prerequisite, restriction. APB Comments/Corrections: Temporary approval granted; due to the increasing number of 0-credit course proposals submitted, this issue will be discussed at the SCTP meeting of September 5, 2019. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Provide rationale for all changes; indicate existing supplementary info in box 17; indicate existing prerequisite in box 20; confirmation needed whether: the hrs/week have changed.

Faculty of Dentistry
DENT 670 Dentistry Stage (6 cr.) [PRN 15260] – schedule type/course activity, title, description.

Faculty of Engineering
MECH 289 Design Graphics (3 cr.) [PRN 15108] – schedule types/course activities, supplementary info.

Desautels Faculty of Management
BUSA 250 Expressive Analysis for Mgmt (3 cr.) [PRN 15629] – restriction.

Faculty of Science
MIMM 465 Bacterial Pathogenesis (3 cr.) [PRN 14808] – description. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Familiarizes students with key …” SCTP Comments/Corrections: Departmental approval needs to be indicated on the proposal; effective term revised to “202001”, as this change will not affect students already in the course;
PHYS 320 Introductory Astrophysics (3 cr.) [PRN 15381] – number, description, prerequisites, restriction. APB Comments/Corrections: Provide rationale for the addition of MATH 222 as a prerequisite. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct affected program info so that the second listing of the Minor in Physics reads “B.A. & Sc.” and not “B.Sc.”. Departmental approval needs to be indicated on the proposal;
PHYS 434 Optics (3 cr.) [PRN 15379] – schedule types/course activities and hrs/wk, prerequisites, corequisites, supplementary info. APB Comments/Corrections: Lab component added to schedule types/course activities, as per rationale. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Effective term revised; Departmental approval be indicated within rationale;
PHYS 479 Physics Research Project (3 cr.) [PRN 15383] – title, description, restriction. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Departmental approval needs to be indicated on the proposal;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Science [continued]
PHYS 521 Astrophysics (3 cr.) [PRN 15389] – description, restriction. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise effective term to “202001”; Departmental approval needs to be indicated on the proposal.
PSYC 341 The Psychology of Bilingualism (3 cr.) [PRN 15404] – prerequisite, restriction. **APB Comments/Corrections:** As per rationale, where is the retirement for PSYC 340? **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Departmental approval needs to be indicated on the proposal.
COMP 558 Fund. of Computer Vision (4 cr.) [PRN 14589] – credit weight increased, description, prerequisite, restriction. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise effective term to “202001”; delete CRN already created for 202001 so students do not register in it.

Retirements
School of Continuing Studies
YCGL/CEGL 102 Basic English (11 CEUs). Affected program revised;
YCGL/CEGL 104 Elementary English 1 (11 CEUs). Affected program revised;
YCGL/CEGL 106 Elementary English 2 (11 CEUs). Affected program revised;
YCNG 221, 221D1/D2 Project Management (16 CEUs). Affected program revised. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Awaiting program revision proposal.

Faculty of Dentistry
DENT 680 Linear&Log Regr in Health Sci (3 cr.) [PRN 15608]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise affected program info; no Master’s program is affected by this retirement - only the new Ph.D. in Oral Health Sciences; delete CRN created for 202001.

Faculty of Science
PHYS 214 Introductory Astrophysics (3 cr.) [PRN 15381]. Affected programs indicated;

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP